
im one of the organisers behind ladiyfest, an intersectional feminist collective 
in sheffield, were volunteer run and community focused and over the last 5 
years weve fundraised several thousand pounds for local organisations, weve 
thrown some pretty spectacular parties, organised a ton of gigs and 
workshops, complained about things, celebrated things, talked about 
important issues and run campaigns, we got in trouble with julie bindel (one of 
our personal highlights) and now have been asked to introduce this evenings 
screening which ill attempt to briefly do by talking a bit about what ladiyfest 
gets up to in the context of jamie babbits previous films..  
 

the first of her films i saw, like a lot of people perhaps, was her 1999 debut 
‘but im a cheerleader’ during my own queer awakenings. its a story about self 
discovery and self identity, but most importantly, babbit brought to peoples 
attention how gay conversion therapy was a thing happening, and is still a 
thing today, in china, in brazil, in ecuador, all over, where activists are 
lobbying for legal protection and hoping that educational campaigns will help 
create awareness to end the practice. Collectives such as ladiyfest stand in 
solidarity and support with activists all around the world, helping draw 
attention to our shared struggles. 
 

almost ten years on from that film, riot grrl was alive again, the movement 
responsible for the creation of ladyfests worldwide and inspiring a new wave 
of feminists - so arrives babbits next big hit, the amusingly titled itty bitty titty 
committee, featuring the even better titled feminist collective called ‘clits in 
action’, a group of activists perhaps a bit more provocative than ladiy who take 
over local tv stations and redress shop windows, yet still a group of activists 
like ladiyfest that unite over common battles around them. both are great films 
id suggest you check out if you enjoy this evenings screening! 
 

bringing this back to me and to ladiyfest, my feminist activism is about 
collaboration and community, and this fits no better than with the most recent 
campaign that ladiy has been involved in, working together with the sheffield 
food collective. we started out small, collecting donations at gigs at audacious 
from last summer, then ladiy coordinated a festive food drive across the city, 
that collected almost 600kg of donations, enough to provide for almost 1200 
meals. the campaign continues with an upcoming lent food drive and the 
planning of an alternative food festival to be held in the city in the summer.  
 

coming up next? - a free film night on weds 24th feb at the void at hallam 
university to show a brilliant film called appropriate behaviour, and then in may 
two amazing gigs at audacious on may 5th with try the pie and two white 
cranes, and on may 13th with rae spoon. as ever, ladiyfest is a collective 
shaped entirely by the people that get involved and make things happen, we 
love new faces and new ideas and energy, so find our blog, reach us on fb or 
twitter, get in touch and lets see what trouble we can create :) ill be in the bar 
afterwards if anyone wants to chat! 


